WIRING SCHEMATICS

GENERIC HYDRAULIC PUMP

REVISION: A
NOTICE: This drawing is the property of Hi Performance Electric Vehicle Systems Inc., and/or its subsidiaries and affiliates (individually and collectively "HPEVS") and contains highly proprietary, confidential, and trade secret information of HPEVS. The recipient of this drawing agrees (1) to use the information contained herein only for the purpose of which it was delivered to the recipient and in connection with the design and development of its electric drive system(s), and (2) not to disclose this information to any third party. Failure to comply with the above will result in legal action by HPEVS. This notice shall appear on any complete or partial reproduction of this drawing.

NOTES:

(*) Use supplied Contactor (GIGAVAC Part #GV200QA-1). Use only a Contactor WITHOUT PWM AND COIL SUPPRESSION. FAILURE TO DO SO CAN CAUSE CONTROLLER FAILURE AND WILL VOID WARRANTY.

(2) USE 400A FUSE IN 650 SYSTEM. USE 300A FUSE IN 350 SYSTEM